
Answers
1. Tick the correct response. 

The market was very: 

   boring
   busy
   bright
   brilliant

2. Match each noun with the word that describes it.

cooing sheep

Golden doves

bleating Gate

 

3. Number the events below to show the order in which they happened in the story.

3    People argued over what Jesus was.
1    The crowd were shopping at the market.
2    Jesus arrived on a donkey.
4    Jesus went to the temple and everyone followed.

4. Fill in the missing words. 
Then, we saw him: a man riding on a donkey. He didn’t look rich, powerful or special in 
any way, but all around, the crowd began to shout, “Blessed is the king! Peace in heaven!”

5. What did people lay on the ground? 
Accept ‘palm fronds’ only.

6. Find and copy a word from the extract which means ‘talking quickly and excitedly’. 

Accept ‘gabbling’ only. 

Look at this extract from the text. 
 
“The King of the Jews is here! Move aside!”  
 
Some doubted him, some were devoted to him, but everyone swept eagerly into the 
temple. 
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What does the word 'swept' tell you about the way in which the crowd was moving? 

Accept answers which refer to the swift and smooth motion of small particles being 

collected and moved as one by a brush or broom.

7. Why do you think the crowd wanted to hear what Jesus had to say? 

Children’s own responses, justified with evidence from the text, such as: ‘I think that the 

crowd wanted to find out whether Jesus was a teacher, a madman, the Son of God or 

any of the other things people said about him.’

8. What impression do you get of Judas Iscariot? Explain your answer. 

Children’s own responses, justified with evidence from the text, such as: ‘I think that 

Judas is a disloyal and greedy person because he is willing to betray Jesus for thirty 

silver pieces’. 
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